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The BZ920 and BZ940 multiple bell buttons expand the range of wireless bells with
two-way communication. These bells are excellent in that they are highly reliable,
long-lasting, and have a long communication range. They are ideal for anyone who
is looking for an elegantly designed bell with not too many different buttons.
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MULTIPLE BUTTONS
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YOUR BELL IS YOUR CALLING CARD
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BZ900 MULTIPLE BUTTONS
FOR WIRELESS BELLS
The BZ920 and BZ940 multiple bell buttons are for controlling BZ900 bell receivers. The special two-way
FSK communication guarantees one of the longest ranges possible with this type of device. In open areas
the range is up to 300m, and tens of metres inside buildings. If necessary the range can be extended using the
BZ903 (signal repeater). This component monitors a given radio frequency and if it detects that the receiver has
not rung, it sends another, stronger signal.
The two-way communication works on the principle that the receiver is sent the command to ring and then
sends back a confirmation signal.
The red LED on the bell button then lights up, informing the visitor that the bell is working.

CONTROLLING ONE RECEIVER USING
FOUR BUTTONS

CONTROLLING UP TO FOUR RECEIVERS

In this case every member of the household is
allocated one sound to their button. With just one
receiver you can tell who the visitor is for.

The transmitter can send a signal to up to four
receivers, with each one giving out a different sound.

CONTROLLING UP TO FOUR RECEIVERS USING THE SIGNAL REPEATER:

BZ940

BZ901
BZ902
BZ904

BZ901
BZ902
BZ904

BZ901
BZ902
BZ904

BZ901
BZ902
BZ904
BZ903

If one of the receivers is a long distance from the buttons, we can insert a signal repeater into the system.
Numerical product code:

BZ9 X X

product group code transmitter receiver
type
type
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